South of CR 561 to north of Route 38 interchange, rehabilitation
This project will address the rehabilitation of the roadway due to its deteriorated condition.

This is a multi-year funded project under the provisions of Section 13 of P. L. 1995, c.108.

Structure Nos.: 0429155, 0429156, 0429157, 0429158, 0429160, 0429161, 0429162, 0327151, 0327150, 0314150, 0327152, 0327153, 0327155, 0327157, 0327156, 0327158, 0327159, 0327160

COUNTY: Burlington Camden
MUNICIPALITY: Cherry Hill Twp. Mount Laurel Twp.
MILEPOSTS: 32.40 - 40.80
STRUCTURE NO.: Various (See Descrip.)
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT: 6 8 SPONSOR: NJ DOT
PROGRAM CATEGORY: Roadway Preservation - Hwy Rehab and Recon
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